Market Accountability Advisory Committee Meeting
Depopulation Update

December 6, 2016

A Decade of Depopulation
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Depopulation Totals
2016 Year-to-Date
Month

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
TOTALS

OIR Approved

Requested by
Insurers

Assumption Offers
Made

Assumed

Assumption Rate

130,534
75,115
71,500
66,500
81,500
19,535
15,000
0
15,000
25,650
69,746
97,390

68,206
30,701
8,439
11,388
11,245
11,908
2,506
0
2,503
9,209
34,611

41,878
25,890
5,701
8,901
9,513
11,206
2,141
0
1,863
8,904
29,040

19,424
11,529
2,481
3,351
3,108
6,197
1,218
0
1,052
5,315
-

46%
45%
44%
38%
33%
55%
57%
0%
56%
60%
-

70,884

-

-

-

667,470

261,600

145,037

53,675

46%
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Depopulation Workgroup

TIMELINE
First Meeting:

Second Meeting:

Discuss Matter
Broadly

Form
Recommendations

Development of
Roadmap

Document

Enact
Recommendations

Present
Recommendations
to
Board of Governors
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Depopulation Workgroup Recommendations
Tactical Recommendations Implemented
1. Opt-out letter—Change language to modify ‘possibility of assessment’ language.
2. Agent Decline Letter—Clarify wording of the letter to better explain the agent role
in the process and possible rationale for declining appointment.
3. OIR Approval—Revise offer letter from insurer to include language that more
explicitly states that the insurer has met the financial requirements established by
the OIR.
4. Premium on Opt-out Letter—Require estimated premium to be displayed on optout letter.
5. Co-branding—Citizens and Insurers both appear on correspondence related to
Depopulation.
6. Add Reminder about Depopulation—Include reminder language on 75-day letter
and Offer / Opt-out letters.
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Enhanced Depopulation
Strategic Goal
STRATEGIC GOAL: POLICYHOLDER CHOICE
“The Depopulation Process should enable Citizens policyholders, in concert with their agents, to
choose, to the extent possible, their desired replacement policy from amongst those take-out
carriers who express interest in acquiring the risk from Citizens.”
The Depopulation Enhancements for Policyholder Choice project currently underway will do
exactly that, and considerably more. It will:
• Inform Citizens’ policyholders of all offers from insurers and allow policyholders to indicate
their preference
• Provide standardized carrier coverage information to policyholders
• Periodically publish calendar of Assumptions
• Enable Citizens to process the policyholder’s choice
• Eliminate processes no longer adding value
• Increase automation
• Decrease opportunities for delays and/or processing errors
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Depopulation Enhancements for Policyholder Choice
Change
Limited Servicing
Agreements (LSA)
Or
Full Appointment

Old Process
TOCs could include policies for assumption
on a wish list.

Agents did not need to be appointed
with the takeout company when the
wish list was sent.

Agents could secure an LSA at any
point before the assumption date.

Agent decline letters were sent to
policyholders whose agents declined
to participate.

Participating TOCs could provide a link to
their coverage comparison information on
Coverage Comparisons their website when they mailed opt-out
letters and forms to policyholders.

Estimated Renewal
Premiums

TOCs provided estimated renewal
premiums on the opt-out letters they sent
to policyholders.

New Process
TOCs must execute LSAs or full appointments with the
agent of record before including a policy in their
preferred policy selection file.

No wish lists

No agent decline letters

No late agent agreements

TOCs must complete and return coverage comparison
worksheets to Citizens:

Citizens includes coverage comparison worksheets
in the Policyholder Choice Forms and preferred
policy agent emails.

Whenever policy forms are changed, the TOC must
provide updated coverage comparison worksheets
before the assumption.
TOCs must provide estimated renewal premiums with
the preferred policy selection file they send to Citizens:

Estimated renewal premiums are included in the
Policyholder Choice Forms and preferred policy
agent emails.
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Depopulation Enhancements for Policyholder Choice
Change

Old Process
Policyholders received only one offer of
assumption, even if multiple companies
selected the policy.

Policyholder
Choice

Policyholders returned opt-out forms
directly to the TOC
Policyholders had 30 days before and 30
days after the assumption date to opt
out of the assumption.

Notifications
And
Response

Availability of
Information to
Agents

TOCs generated and tracked most of the
required letters and forms, including:

Offer Letter

Opt-out forms

Opt-out mailers

• TOC Wish List
• Premium Information on limited basis
• Generic Opt-out Form

New Process
Policyholder receives all offers in letter from Citizens

Policyholders can select their preferred Take-Our carrier
offer or choose to remain with Citizens by:
1. Returning the Policyholder Choice form directly to
Citizens via mail, e-mail, or fax or
2. Asking the Agent of Record to record their selection
directly into PolicyCenter
There is no 30-day post assumption opt-out period.
Policyholder letters and forms are generated, administered
and tracked by Citizens:

Policyholder Choice letter

Confirmation of Assumption Outcome
• Carrier selection file sent to agent prior to Assumption
• Premium information for every policy
• Exact copy of Policyholders Choice Letter and Coverage
Comparison attached to file in PolicyCenter
• Activities in PolicyCenter that a policy has been selected
• Policy status updated throughout Assumption process
within PolicyCenter
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Enhanced Depopulation Process

Policyholder Benefits
• Enhancement: Policyholder can elect to have their agent register their
selection directly in Citizens’ policy system.
– Benefits: Encourages conversation between policyholder and agent and
allows immediate documentation of policyholder’s choice.
• Enhancement: Policyholder will receive policy information in a standardized
format from all insurers offering to assume the policy and also from Citizens.
– Benefit: Policyholder can compare information about each insurers
policy forms.
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Depopulation Notice
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Policyholder Choice Form
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Enhanced Depopulation Process
Agent Benefits
•

Enhancement: Agent will receive a list of customers that will receive the Policyholder Choice
letter.
– Benefit: Current process provides a list of potential customers that is often unwieldy. List of
actual customers effected will allow agents to more easily contact customers and discuss the
assumption.

•

Enhancements: Agent will have access to all correspondence regarding the Assumption.
– Benefit: Providing exact copies of all written correspondence to the agent within PolicyCenter
will allow agents to better assist their customers.

•

Enhancement: Agents will be able to track the status of customers’ policies throughout the
assumption and will be able to view an actual copy of the letter.
– Benefit: Agents can more easily advise their customer as to the current status of their policy
and act accordingly.

•

Enhancement: Agent can document the policyholders’ selections directly into Citizens policy
system.
– Benefits: Reduces opportunity for error or delay in processing of selection and provides a
better service experience to policyholders.
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Enhanced Depopulation Process

Benefits to Participating Insurers
• Enhancement: Reduction in number of processing steps.
– Benefit: Increases likelihood of participation and reduces cycle time.
• Enhancement: Citizens sends Policyholder Choice letter to policyholders.
– Benefits: Responsibility for insurer sending offer letters to policyholders
eliminated and insurer’s offer more likely to be considered by policyholder.
• Enhancement: Citizens accumulates policyholder choices.
– Benefits: Eliminates need for insurer to accumulate opt-out forms and
notify Citizens of their receipt.
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Enhanced Depopulation Process

Benefits to Citizens
• Enhancement: Citizens sends Policyholder Choice letter.
– Benefits: Eliminates multiple exchanges of data with insurers, thereby reducing
opportunity for errors. Eliminates inconsistency in communication with
policyholders.
• Enhancement: Citizens receives policyholders’ selections directly from policyholder or
agent.
– Benefits: Allows for automation of process and streamlines communication
between policyholders and Citizens.
• Enhancement: Automation of processing of policyholders’ choice.
– Benefits: Eliminates multiple steps in the receipt and recording of a policyholders’
choice, allowing for increased accuracy and reduced cost.
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Major Milestones
Event

Complete?

Convene Depopulation Workgroup

Yes

Develop Enhancements and Gain Support from Stakeholders

Yes

Define IT System Requirement

Yes

Incorporate Legislation

Yes

Make System Changes

Yes

Revise Letters and Communications

Yes

Revise Depopulation Plan and Assumption Agreement

Yes

Train Agents

Dec / Jan 2017

Train Carriers

In Process

Train Staff

In Process

First Personal Lines Assumption Under Enhanced Process

February 2017
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Depopulation Calendars - 2017
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Depopulation Process - 2017
(Personal Lines)
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